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This Treatise is written to expose the FACT that mankind is being manipulated by very dark forces
due to being 'conned' into believing that freedom of religion and democracy exists, when in FACT
the total opposite is taking place, and everyone 'voting', supporting and funding government
institutions are in FACT being used as SLAVES who are endlessly subjected to monetary extortion
couched in 'civil responsible management' which justifies the impoverishment of civilians by
persons in position of ABSOLUTE POWER. * (See Note - 1 – page 26)
This Treatise is written to reveal the reasons 'why' any true believer in God must not make demands
upon others, nor impose strictures nor punish them.
This Treatise is written to reveal the reasons 'why' any true believer in God must not give in to
extortionists demands, nor pay 'default' fines.
This 'case' is dependent upon whether or not every person in the land is 'bound' to pay monies to
some other group or individual if they park their vehicles on public land, adjacent to which there
is a parking 'meter' requiring to be 'fed' revenue money.
This Treatise is written to not only expose the extent of 'revenue raising' extortion and 'injury'
imposed upon the public which is taking place in Tasmania as well as globally, but also to enable
the 'extortionists,' enforcers and other dictators to realise the error of their ways and, that within
their 'own' Books of Rules are clauses which 'exonerate' some persons and, that not everyone on
this land 'belongs' to their 'flock.'
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Firstly, there is a God given RIGHT granted unto every child of God to be FREE and simply live
according to God's Command as long as they do not disturb the peace of others in any way. This
Command states: "Go your way in peace & love one another & be merciful, compassionate & forgive thine
enemy."
Secondly, this God given RIGHT to live by your own conscience, belief or 'religious ideological
doctrine' is also enshrined within the 'Freedom of Religion' 'Act' of the Constitution. Having the
same 'proviso' being: As long as you do not disturb the peace of the land. Refer Constitutional authority
and powers not to be exceeded.
It follows that the Ideology backing God's Command of Peace, love, mercy, compassion and forgiveness
is a benign religious ideology and, the conscience of a believer in such a living 'way' Commands the
individual to live accordingly, and to never become unfaithful and thus 'deviate' from this peaceful
and benign way because, if they were so foolish as to so do in funding the 'works' of any punitive
organisation, then within the precepts of God's ONE immutable Law, they would have to suffer in
some way.
The immutable Law of God stating: "As you do unto others will by others be done unto you ~ as you sow
so shall ye reap, on an 'eye for an eye' and thus EQUAL basis."
Council staff and every Tasmanian and ALL other Australians are as yet unaware that not
everyone in society 'falls' within the jurisdiction of government rules - decrees - laws - acts etc.,
unless they DISTURB THE PEACE OF THE LAND and, although this FACT would appear to be
'impossible,' it is my task for humanity to expose ITS reality 'Constitutionally' as well as in the
Light of God's Command.
In this Case, Council staff in using 'fines' and employing the 'MPES,' ('Justice department'
enforcement agency) are in FACT attempting to 'coerce' true believers into funding and thus
supporting the government institution's contra religious ideology of dictatorship by man,
regulation, interference, extortion, control, punishment etc., espoused by RULE BOOK 'political
dictators' and, - - - in so doing, or IF so doing, the believer having the religious ideological doctrine of
Peace, love, mercy and compassion with God as 'head of house,' and peacefully going about their
business in obeying His ruling Command, - - - is thus 'changing' their religious ideology due to their
FEAR of retribution. Ones religious ideology is ones 'living' DAILY ACTIVITY. (Peace or War)
This nature of coercion is FORBIDDEN within the 'Freedom of religion' ACT of the Constitution,
and of itself is an 'act' of TREASON and ANARCHY against the Constitutional Authority and
against GOD'S Command. There are terrifying spiritual consequences already accrued by the
RUDE and 'unconscionable' who have and yet do defy their Creator.
In order to 'enable' Council staff, politicians, MPES staff and serving police officers to awaken to
the FACT that they are being forced by politically invoked rules in a book to defy God and, to
STEAL, dispossess, impoverish and impose mental and emotional suffering etc., upon people they are
supposed to help and protect. I have formulated this full 'response' document which will make
everything perfectly CLEAR, and it will be forwarded to everyone concerned and made public.
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It will then become a 'personally informed decision' by EACH individual whether they treat my
'words' with derision or not. It will also be a personally informed 'choice' by each to turn and face
their God and bow to HIM and His COMMAND or, to continue along the road to eternal suffering
and damnation, being their present destiny (Hell) and being their God given 'right' and freedom of
choice to so do.
Threat and coercion to 'pay up or else' is ultimately backed by force of arms, (armed gunmen) and has
become the 'order of the day,' and this is made very obvious on the leaflet issued by MPES to their
'victims' in the images below.
I am deeply concerned for the spiritual AND coming physical welfare of everyone being forced by
RULES to defy their Creator, for they place THEMSELVES within the 'eye for an eye' punitive
aspect of God's IMMUTABLE Law: "As you do unto others will be done unto you."
People in official positions or mandated by rules have been deceived into believing that their
'official' status or 'badge of office' somehow voids, nullifies or avoids the implementation of God's
Law. 'IT DOES NOT' say I the 'messenger' of the MOST HIGH.
I will be advising Mrs. Barnes * that IF she is so foolish as to pay any 'fine,' that she would be
proving to God that she has changed her religious ideological belief in PEACE and obedience to
God's : "Go your way in peace & love one another and be merciful, compassionate and forgiving"
Command, being the result if she funds and thus supports an organisation having the PROVEN
contra ideology of interference, domination, punishment and WAR.
I will also advise her that in funding a contra ideology, she would thus be complicit to INIQUITY.
Being the mental and emotional and other 'harm' caused to God's other children by State 'servants,'
and she would lose her present status and protection of/by God for becoming an unfaithful 'infidel.'
(Non believer)

I will also be advising Mrs. Barnes that no true believer needs to join any political 'party' nor vote
for another mortal to be their 'head' to lead them or mislead them. For she must simply TRUST
totally in God and His Command as her 'guide' to happiness and true freedom in His Paradise.
Mrs. Barnes * - This document was 'inspired' due to Mrs. Barnes having her driver's licence
suspended through failing to pay a $20 parking fine which was referred to the fines enforcement
office agency for enforced collection.
It remains as yet 'unseen,' but the FACTS as seen by God and me are, that the officers of the
'government' organisation are presently waging an uncivil 'Civil War' of repression and extortion
against Tasmanians.
This is an 'activity' which will shortly result in a full scale response by the oppressed and repressed
community, and the armed 'Civil war' combats seen taking place in other lands over the equator
will take place HERE, as fearful, desperate, angry 'mad' men fight their oppressors who ARE
themselves ignorant & arrogant 'mad' men presently causing them harm and destroying their
livelihoods and lives.
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The following images found on the government Justice of Tasmania debt collection agency
brochure sent out to purported defaulters are all very intimidating. They are also threatening and
coercion. All show just how far those 'empowered' will 'go' in order to ensure that even a default of
.20 cts on a parking meter is collected, and at the same time there is absolutely NO 'concern' nor
compassion nor mercy shown. Further to these coercive threats are the 'indicated' other penalties
of public humiliation, jail and more.

It is too 'simplistic' to say: "They deserve punishment because they should have put money in the meter in
the first place." Why? Because anyone who instigates setting the 'blood hounds' upon another sister
or brother ON BEHALF OF A RULE in a book is 'deluded' and INSANE by virtue of the fact that
their 'wage' and work position blind them to 'REALITY.'
Mankind has been so programmed to the 'ways' of the Dark that 'he' sees not his OWN deserved
punishment to BE due to his/her arrogance, ignorance or vanity, and lets 'face it,' anyone extorting
funds from another 'legally' or otherwise and seizing their assets and suspending their driving rights
and CAUSING mental and emotional trauma to them and their family is a person who is
DESERVING OF THEIR FATE as God's forces 'ahead' will them BERATE.
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Please now 'awaken,' for any 'Act or rule' in a book enabling YOU or forcing YOU to defy God and
intimidate or harm others, is a very dangerous decree.
Why not try and see that to take a 'wage' and then have to engage in ACTIVITY which is a
contravention of the precepts of the Command of the Sovereign Ruler God is insanity. Please see
the irregularity and arrogance of the below rules given by the Tasmania parliament:
The government debt collection agency state the following 'options' available to their 'victim.':
17. Options for dealing with infringement notice issued by fee-paying public sector body
(1) A person who is served with an infringement notice that was issued by a fee-paying public
sector body must, within the period allowed on the notice and subject to subsection (6), do one or
more of the following:
(a) pay the monetary penalty in full to the issuing authority;
(b) apply to the issuing authority for withdrawal of the infringement notice;
(c) apply to the issuing authority for a variation of payment conditions;
(d) lodge with the issuing authority a notice of election to have the offence or offences set
out in the infringement notice heard and determined by a court.
(2) A fee-paying public sector body may approve or refuse to approve an application under this
section and must notify the alleged offender of that approval or refusal.

The reader may 'note' that 'Council' officials may REFUSE to permit their victim a 'hearing' in a
Court of Law. It follows that the 'cries or pleas' of their victim may be UNHEARD even though
they may NOT be 'guilty' of any offence under ANY State or Council 'Act' due to HAVING
immunity within the Freedom of Religion Clause of the Constitution which is revealed herein and, As it is incumbent upon every Magistrate to ENSURE that the 'laws' used to punish people ARE in
compliance with the Australian Constitution, it follows that the enforced punishment of a person
who is a person who is NOT 'guilty' within the Acts of the Constitution means, that those who
denied them the opportunity of being heard OR those who overrode their 'pleas' of 'innocent' are
themselves guilty of Treason and Anarchy for operating outside of the Authority granted unto
them by the Constitution AND, - - In 'any' event their Creator, irrespective of the decrees or rules or laws of man, FORDIDS the use of
force or punishment, for both are in contravention of the precepts of His Command.
Rules state: "Obey this edict or else" – the 'else' being the $ fine 'punishment.'
The 'punishment' states: "Pay the $ fine or else" – the 'else' being the added $ 'Ransom' demand.
The 'Ransom' states: "Pay this added amount or else" – the 'else' being seizure of property or, it may also be
an 'awful' lot more, for more 'rules' rulings enable the 'Sell the bastard up' attitude which means:
"STEAL everything he has and make him and his family HOMELESS."
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~ MPES – Criminal intent & deed ~
Monetary penalty extortion service
The 'Oath' of Retributive Justice

Dear Mr. Cocker 'director,' I wish to advise you, as well as the whole Tasmanian community
of my VERY GRAVE concerns for your physical and spiritual welfare because, I DO
PERCIEVE and JUDGE the ACTIONS of your TEAM and yourself as:
“Conduct UNBECOMING” and as being of criminal intent and deed and, - - - I also 'judge'
your actions as being UNLAWFUL, treasonable and OPEN ANARCHY as you wage WAR
clandestinely upon THE PEOPLE of this Island State.
It is my INTENT to reveal to you why I so Judge so that you, and each of those
responsible for empowering you, together with those who assist your activity, the
police, magistrates and jailers can come to a personally informed decision as to their ongoing ACTIVITIES.
Are you aware that it is a ‘contravention’ of your own laws, rules and Acts of the
Tasmanian constitution to go forth and DISTURB THE PEACE of the land for any
reason?
Are you aware that the 'Freedom of Religion' clause of the Australia and Tasmania
Constitution overrides, overrules and NULLIFIES any Act, Rule, Law, Decree invoked
subsequently in 'some' cases?
Are you aware that to IGNORE said Constitutional Authority is in itself a CRIMINAL
ACT OF TREASON and proof of ANARCHY?
Are you aware that some, if not all, of your ACTIVITIES undertaken to extract moneys
from the public are totally in defiance of God’s Holy command and that such activities
place you and all complicit within the PUNITIVE factor of God's 'eye for an eye' Law?
Are you aware that those empowering YOUR activities, be they superiors or the 'RULES
of engagement' are in fact enabling and forcing you to TERRORISE citizens, thereby
causing fear, panic and emotional trauma, loss, deprivation of liberty, inconvenience,
harassment, and that your actions and threats are coercion, intimidation and much
MORE?
Are you aware that these ACTIVITIES are in FACT a 'sign' that there is a TERRORIST
organisation (MPES) operating within the Tasmanian state and ITS SOLE purpose is to
assist OTHERS to continue on in their extortion RACKET?
DO YOU “SIR” KNOW of the consequences of your ACTIONS?
Do you Sir KNOW that there is a massive GROUP of individuals who have the INTENT
and CAPACITY to annihilate you and all your staff and 'supporters' who use you to
collect THEIR purported debts?
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Are you aware that the ONLY things standing between your group of collectors and
agonising liquid terror and excruciating TORTURE is the power of my pen?
Have you heard of the Australian boomerang which flies UP and AWAY and then
TURNS and RETURNS and as it falls it gathers speed and strikes the one who THREW it
with an EQUAL FORCE?
Are you aware that the law of attraction (energy) is IMMUTABLE and that it is A LAW
UNTO ITSELF?
Are you UNABLE to see that you do carry, and wield a black spear which has a tip
running with BLOOD?
I say it is YOUR blood, for all you DO in the name of a RULE will come back very soon
to not only haunt you, but it can and will keep you chained to ITS ‘will’ and it will
torture you and all your followers.
Who am I? I am 74 year old African from Tanzania (the flower of Africa) who now lives
in Tasmania the land of the ‘deadly night shade’ being the ‘flower of Death and Satan’s
BREATH.’
I am a visionary and a spirit medium with POWERS untold, who has a soul very old
and very bold and as said, - - - the ONLY ONE able to disable the spell over your mind
and the minds of ALL COMPLICIT to your treasonable WAYS.
Please consider this; a fallen soldier is one who 'as YOU' believed that their mandate or
flag or orders given place them above THE NATURAL LAW OF THE LAND but, none,
not even you, as yet understand IT and ITS powers.
At least the soul of the 'fallen' soldier believes that he 'fell' HONOURABLY whilst
defending the people WHO paid his wage. BUT, - - -you? What is honourable when the
dog bites the hand of the master who feeds it? Can you not see that you are in fact
waging war upon the community which feeds you?
What happened when Japan bombed Pearl Harbour and awoke the sleeping GIANT?
What is now to happen when THE PEOPLE of ‘OZ’ awake from their reverie due to the
ones they feed (MPES) are 'found' to be ‘waging war’ upon them and their FAMILIES?
Can you not SEE that rules 'enabling' your 'heavy handedness' and ILLEGAL activities
ARE destroying the emotional state of citizens and are INCITING CIVIL UNREST as
your text letters INVADE every home and cause endless worry and trauma?
Brother, I AM a more loving person to you than your own mother because I truly 'FEAR'
for your material and spiritual SAFETY, and my 'net of security' can ONLY catch you
before you FALL if you are able to comprehend what I say.
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From where I ask does your mandate to BE a Mafiosi BOSS emanate?
It is directly from HELLS gate say I, and I am as said a man with ENDLESS sight who
can see spiritually, for I AM a spirit medium empowered with sight INTO the depths of
the DARK from whence stems all cunning and deception and DESTRUCTION.
As your statement of account notices are printed having the words Department of
Justice…Tasmanian government…. it will be proven by me herein that 'the government'
is an organisation whose officers and officials and heads of departments and individuals
are operating ILLEGALLY and that IT is in FACT a ‘LAWLESS society' which has seized
control of the 'whole nation' of Tasmania.
~~~
LEGALITY – JUSTICE – BRUTALITY
-v/sHonesty - hospitality – reliability - (being good for the people)
Who are the self -righteous members of society in this land being TRUE 'representatives
of the people' who so say being, that they are honest and reliable?
Are they the ones who are elevated by man and God to voice their 'inspired' IDEAS and
enshrine THEM in books of TEXT in the 'guise' of legality and justice so as to be the
opposite and thus self-enabled to impose and disburse brutality?
Is it truly beneficial for the people to be ONE who is oh so arrogant as to defy their
CREATOR and submit their 'testimony' and then so OPENLY disturb the peace of the
land for 30 pieces of silver?
Where is the hospitality and share and care for the simple and poor and suffering when
one uses the “excuse” of 'ITS the LAW' to impoverish and terrify and cause harm?
What is the Law? It is I to REVEAL the REALITY of that and it is so written by my hand
for all to read and is listed or linked below.
It is the immutable 'Law of consequence,' being THE REALITY which all must now see,
especially those of the MPES 'society' and their friends who elevated their “Role of
Impropriety” in the 2005 (Monetary Penalties Enforcement ACT) which IN FACT is
naught but an IDEA manifested into a DIRECTIVE which enables STEALING and
IMPOSING suffering and loss upon the community and an act which places ALL
enforcers within the LAW of the Dark Sovereign Power.
It is the LAW of PUNITIVE RETURN.
An irrevocable JUST and HONOURABLE 'LAW of absolute JUSTICE.'
THE LAW OF GOD – Lex Talionis …An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.
It is the: "As you do is done unto you on an EQUAL basis" Law of God’s ENERGY.
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It is I to simply STATE:
If you persecute people because of their ‘alleged’ $20 debt to another and cause them
ongoing suffering and loss of income and emotional trauma and seizure of their
property then your actions are 100 to 1000 times MORE than the equitable "Lex Talionis
– EQUAL LAW OF RETURN."
So 'please' do NOT 'complain' as God's retributive forces 'pay you back' on a ONE for
ONE basis, being all you imposed upon others returning upon your HEAD in the
manner revealed by ME in my Testament to humanity.
The DESTINY I see AHEAD for ANYBODY who defies our God is a destiny of eternal
MISERY but that IS YOUR CHOICE for assuming that a 'job' backed by a national 'flag'
or a mandate or a badge of office somehow nullifies or 'voids' the LAW of THE
CREATER.
A 'grave' error of belief and injustice to oneself indeed.
All I have DONE is my best to show YOU and awaken you to your error of 'living way'
so as to assist you and all to SEE that your daily INTENT and DEED is pure liquid EVIL
in action and IS also pure arrogance, vanity AND insanity.
AND
The dark multitudes of spirit forces controlling your thoughts and thus using YOU and
keeping YOU locked into a state of 'delusion' have the SOLE INTENT of destroying
YOU and, - - This they WILL do UNLESS you 'lay down' your 'paper trail' MACE and become a
'lamb' and meekly and humbly now BOW your head in shame and OBEY your God's
Command clearly exposed and given by me and prepare to 'suffer' what you have
already accrued being YOUR 'Just' DUES.
There is NO half measure in this point in eternal time, for our God IS to separate the
'Just from the Wicked' in the manner revealed by me and everybody KNOWS that they
personally require, need or desire peace and happiness and NON interference in their
personal lives but, - - For some 'strange' reason they FAIL to see that for this to take place it is they who have
to LIVE IT PERSONALLY, (The code of conduct activity philosophy POLICY) and NOT
interfere in the lives of others for ANY reason NOR 'disturb their peace' nor make others
unhappy.
Everyone is presently 'living' in DIRECT opposition to the Christian principles
Commanded by God. Why? Either for a 'wage' or to satiate their inner dark emotional
energy (Sin) which IS merciless, vindictive, aggressive, cruel and unforgiving.
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The Australian based organisation naming itself 'The government' obviously professes
that its 'leaders' are of the Christian Faith in the belief that THE CREATOR is the
Sovereign Authority guiding them each day (and Tasmania) but as for the 'Lord's Prayer'
spoken in parliament:
Our Father, which art in heaven - Hallowed be thy Name - Thy Kingdom come - Thy will be done
in earth as it is in heaven - Give us this day our daily bread and forgive us our trespasses as we
forgive them that trespass against us – etc.,

It needs to be UNDERSTOOD by politicians that God's 'WILL' is always done being the
fulfillment of His 'As you did sow goodness so shall ye receive goodness' IN HEAVEN but, - - it implies that AS politicians and their enforcers SOW interference and intimidation and
destruction it shall so 'pass' that THE SAME shall BE imposed upon their HEADS and, - As politicians and their enforcers NEVER forgive those who 'trespass' against their
commanded 'rules,' it FOLLOWS that said enforcers and politicians themselves will
NEVER be forgiven for trespassing against God's Holy "LOVE ONE ANOTHER & BE
merciful, compassionate and forgiving" Command.
What is it within man that leads man astray? The 'sin' they drew IN.

The 'sin' is the dark energy being the negative emotions. All negative emotions lead man
astray, and for those 'heads' of organizations one of the worst is that of LUST, for IT is
powerful indeed:
The - Lust for POWER.
The - Lust for CONTROL.
The – Lust to DOMINATE.
The – Lust to SUBJUGATE.
The - Lust to OWN everything.
The - Lust for WEALTH untold.
The – LUST for SELF gratification.
The – Lust to SATIATE other dark emotions.

Indeed the very 'vibration of negative emotions is the 'channel' to THE DARK 'devilish'
foe of man and it is HIS thoughts which appear in the mind of the 'lustful' and unwary
with ITS cunning IDEAS which enslave all in making them unconscionable and unkind.
How does IT so do? IT 'justifies' the need for the continued USE of ITS dark energy
being the 'fruit' of the Tree of the knowledge of good and evil of which our God
FORBIDS man to use.
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It is the TIME now for mankind to SEE that people raising UP controlling institutions
invoke decrees and rules to BE their ideological code of conduct POLICY being 'The rule
book religion' whereby they cannot then exercise their own God given conscience NOR
can they OBEY their God for the rules DICTATE the POLICY which is then imposed
upon all and backed by force of arms. (Dictatorship)
So all I can DO for you, you and YOU (readers) is to ADVISE you STRONGLY to now
DISOBEY any edict, decree, order, rule, act etc., in any 'book' of man's 'laws' which
'conflicts' with YOUR conscience or is in contravention of God's holy code of conduct
Command to:
"Love one another and go your way in peace and be merciful and
compassionate and forgive thine enemy"
For IF you do NOT, then you ARE 'doomed' to a hellish FATE.
AND
Under NO circumstances should one (the reader) pay ANY fines for in so doing, you
would be funding an illegal mercenary operation and you would be complicit to their
'injury' or loss or suffering imposed by them upon others in the community and in so
doing, you AGAIN place yourself within the 'eye for an eye' Law of God to suffer a 'part'
of that which was imposed by forces supported by your monetary contributions.
It is 'noted' within Sect 9 of the fines enforcement Act of 2005 that the sole authority for
the enforcement and collection process is 'given' as the 'Director' who 'appears' to be
THE ONE who would be the 'fall guy' of this illegal operation but, - - My 'pen' advises the reader that anyone involved with either the instigation, the 'attack'
or working in the office assisting the 'director' as 'mail out' of threats or 'Statement of
account' or any other 'forces' men, be they police or magistrate or bailiff or prison guard,
that they are ALL 'complicit' and are DAILY accruing a very heavy penalty indeed of
mental and emotional trauma, material loss, deprivation etc., to be MET ahead as total
chaos erupts over the globe.
It is also THE TIME to have the benign LIGHT of God as their head of house rather than
any Dark Sovereign Authority. It is up to YOU the individual to now show God your
True 'colours' for IF you wish to FRY then you WILL, and IF you wish to BE uplifted on
HIGH you MUST obey God's decree on 'bended' knee and BE loving, kind,
compassionate, merciful, peaceful and forgiving unto those who offend or abuse you.
I am doing MY VERY BEST to 'stitch you up' with TRUTH so that you can make amends
to God and save your OWN soul from the Hell Fire which DOES EXIST.
Let us now continue with the 'legality' aspect of man's 'rules & law.'
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~ Our judiciary: 23. Australian courts ~
23.1 What role do the courts play in Australian governance?
Australia's system of courts is the third arm of Australian governance and is known as the
Judiciary.

•
•
•
•

The role of the Judiciary is to:
apply the law as made by the Parliament
where necessary, interpret the laws made by Parliament
ensure that laws comply with the Australian Constitution
review the decisions of the executive arm of governance (ministers, public servants and
tribunals).

I reiterate, as the ROLE of the Judiciary is to check EACH 'case' against the Constitution, it follows
that any 'action' taken by any government enforcer which is in contravention of the Constitutional
Authority of the RULE BOOK of their governing organisation is a person 'Guilty' of Treason
within their own text book.
For a very long time now legislators have been 'legalising' BRUTALITY, and the reality IS, that
man needs to realise that our God has TWO opposing energies, one is Creative and the other
Destructive, (Light & Dark) and we all receive our 'Just' deserts dependent upon 'which' energy we
use in our interaction with others.
Governments are the most 'hideous' and EVIL Religions because they force their own 'employees'
and the general public to defy the 'Peace & love & mercy & compassion & forgive' Command of the
REAL God and, they force everyone under their CONTROL to fund their 'unconscionable' ways
and to thus become complicit to all their iniquitous, punitive and destructive ACTIVITY.
Note: EVIL - It is not the worker who is 'Evil.' It is the Doctrine of the Text Book RULES which is
EVIL.
When a person uses a 'punitive' rule and 'throws the book' at another, they are permitting the
DARK (evil) ENERGY to flow through their SOUL and they become contaminated by said EVIL
dark energy.
The use of God's Dark ENERGY is the DANGER unto the USER. For all 'injury' or loss or
suffering imposed upon another by THE ENERGY flowing through YOU becomes a DUE to
YOU as the SAME energy flows through another onto YOU at some other place and time when
YOU 'Reap what you sowed.'
God says: "Only 'deploy' MY Light energy and you then receive a similar return DUE of IT."

Everyone working for any 'system' live in the 'delusion' that as the 'rules' are backed by legislation
authorised by some 'Monarch' or other earthly personage, that God's Law is somehow irrelevant,
as is their own conscience which is overridden. It is I to now 'dis-spell' this delusion which is the
cause of the eternal ONGOING suffering imposed upon humanity by the EVIL DARK ENERGY of
THE SOURCE.
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~ Constitutional Authority - The overriding Factor ~
&
The 'Freedom of Religion' Clause
It behoves all those in 'power' to understand the meaning of the Constitutional ACT below
because from IT they obtain their 'operational' mandate.
I base my defence and that of Mrs. Barnes upon the RULING Acts in the Tasmanian & Australian
Constitutions and the validity or otherwise of the claim against us hinges upon the interpretation
of the word 'Religion' as well as the interpretation of the following Australian and Tasmanian
Constitutional Acts:
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act (9th July 1900) section 116
"The Commonwealth shall not make any law for establishing any religion, or for imposing any
religious observance, or for prohibiting the free exercise of any religion, Constitution Act 1934 (Tas)
This document includes a legal guarantee of the religious liberty and equality of Tasmanians.
Every citizen is guaranteed freedom of conscience and the free exercise of religion under Section
46(1) of this Act.
Part V - General provisions - Religious freedom
46. (1) Freedom of conscience and the free profession and practice of religion are, subject to public
order and morality, guaranteed to every citizen.
(2) No person shall be subject to any disability, or be required to take any oath on account of his
religion or religious belief.

In order to 'prove' and 'Judge' the case at hand one way or the other, one first needs to understand
the meaning of the words 'Freedom of Religion' and how they are applicable to citizens of
Australia and every land mass on earth.
Equally important to understand and accept is that on this ‘material’ level, the overriding power of
the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act (9th July 1900) section 116 supersedes all
subsequent legislation.
Section 116 of this Act is a general prohibition applying to all laws and subsequent legislation,
under whatever powers these laws have been made. It does not compete with other provisions of
the Constitution and it prevails over all laws and limits all provisions which give power to make
laws. Accordingly no law can escape the application of s 116 and all legislative powers are subject
to the condition which s 116 imposes.
Equally, the Constitution Act 1934 (Tas) and its Part V - General provisions "Religious freedom"
applies to every State of Australia. Section 117.
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Note: valid law * - The implication being that State law is valid unless it is overruled by a
Commonwealth Law such as the ‘Freedom of religion’ Act, an Act that is only 'valid' to those who
have not disturbed the peace of the land.
It follows that the 116 'Freedom of Religion' Clause giving immunity and protection to those who
wish to live by their belief, as long as they do not disturb the peace, clearly overrides any latter day
Traffic Act that of itself is not a 'code of conduct' road safety policy assuring safety, but is simply a
tax. It is the issue of ‘tax’ that is the point in contention.
Clause 5 of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act says: Operation of the Constitution
and laws [see Note 3] This Act, and all laws made by the Parliament of the Commonwealth under
the Constitution shall be binding on the courts, judges, and people of every State and of every
part of the Commonwealth, notwithstanding anything in the laws of any State.

And: In the Annotated Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, Section 330 titled "Its
Interpretation," John Quick and Robert Randolph Garran say:
"In the exercise of the duty of interpretation and adjudication not only in the High Court, but every
court of competent jurisdiction, has the right to declare that a law of the Commonwealth or of a
State is void by reason of transgressing the Constitution.
This is a duty cast upon the courts by the very nature of the judicial function. The federal
Parliament and the State Parliaments are not sovereign bodies; they are legislatures with limited
powers; and any law which they attempt to pass in excess of those powers is no law at all it is
simply a nullity, entitled to no obedience."
I believe that in order to satisfy my God and His command, that I must only contribute to the
benign aspects of societal provision of services because I believe that if I contribute 'tax' money to
the State coffers that I would in fact be paying the wages of the enforcers.
This would not only make me complicit to all the suffering that they impose upon others in the
course of their duty to the ‘rules of engagement’ that dictate their actions, but would result in me
automatically placing myself within the punitive aspect of God's Law: "As you or your servants do
unto others will be done unto you," and God would see me as a 'faithless' mortal for seeking the
protection of men rather than from Him.
Summarising the facts given - Neither I nor Mrs. Barnes can deny our belief in 'Peace at all times
and in all situations,' being the basis of our religious ideology. I for one would also be denying my
conscience. This I would surely do if I funded the coffers of an institution having the proven contra
ideological belief in "Control, punishment and War." Given my beliefs, and the overriding 'factor'
within the Constitution of the land, I should be neither ‘coerced’ nor punished using the
prescribed traffic Act.
~~~
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~ 'What is the meaning of the word 'Religion' ~
The right of and importance of Religious freedom for the citizens of Australia has been clearly
affirmed by the rulings by the High Court of Australia (The case of Church of the New Faith V
Commissioner of Pay roll Tax (Vic) 1983 154 CLR 120) where:
Justices Mason and Brennan, in a joint judgment, stressed the importance of the case in
determining fundamental questions of religious freedom in Australia and the extent to which an
individual is free to believe and act without legal restraint.
Justices Mason and Brennan said, "Freedom of religion, the paradigm freedom of conscience, is of
the essence of a free society. The chief function in the law of a definition of religion is to mark out
an area within which a person subject to the law is free to believe and act in accordance with his
belief without legal restraint."
The definition affected the operation of the religious-freedom guarantee under the Constitution
and many other laws granting religions special benefits. "Protection is accorded to preserve the
dignity and freedom of each man so that he may adhere to any religion of his choosing or to none,"
they said. "The freedom of religion being equally conferred on all, the variety of religious beliefs
which are within the area of legal immunity is not restricted." The judges stressed the importance
of the "Actions of the adherents" rather than the dogma itself.
I believe that the word ‘Religion’ is the belief in a Superpower entitled to be revered and obeyed
and, IT IS THE IDEOLOGICAL CODE OF CONDUCT POLICY of the individual. I believe that
THE policy is as Commanded by the Sovereign Power (God) which is to be obeyed.
Note: Australia's own Macquarie dictionary – page 835 (Compact version)
Religion - - the quest for the values of the ideal life - - - the ideal, the practices for attaining the
values of the ideal, - - - a system of belief in the worship of a supernatural power or God' or the
recognition by man of a superhuman power entitled to obedience, reverence, and worship.
.
Religious - - scrupulously faithful, pious, devotion - - - this means that ones 'religion' is not any
named 'Church' organisation, but it is the policy of ones daily code of conduct interaction with
other children of God.

Any fine or punishment imposed by a person or magistrate upon an absolute pacifist who was not
disturbing the peace is a coercive attempt into forcing a person into changing their ideology
(religion) by funding a contra 'punitive' doctrine and is an unlawful activity within the
Constitution.
I believe that the Tasmanian and Commonwealth CONSTITUTIONS are 'The Sovereign Ruler'
giving ITS ruling decrees unto ITS (His/Her) ‘servants.
~~~
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~ The 'Rule Book' Religion ~
Every government organisation is a RELIGION with a very Dark Doctrine. (Code of conduct
policy) Its employees, followers and supporters hold THE BELIEF in the righteousness of its
unholy scriptures, being the TEXT Rules, acts, decrees, and punitive attachments enshrined
therein.
All who fellowship with this RELIGION aspire to the DOCTRINE of domination, control,
interference, subjugation, extortion, punishment and killing IF so 'justified.' It follows that they are
NOT 'pacifists.'
This 'nature' of Religion is a highly organised and MOST dangerous terrorist organisation. WHY?
Because people who BELIEVE IN a 'SUPER POWER' (God to be adored and obeyed) being TEXT
in a book of RULES cannot use their own God-given consciousness or conscience, and will DO unto
others whatever they are told to do BY said RULES - Orders - Acts - Decrees and, legislating ANY
'tax' simply MEANS the 'legitimising' of EXTORTION authorised by 'Royal Assent' and backed by
punishment enabled by 'strong men' using force of arms.
I believe that persons such as myself who do ‘conform’ to Constitutional ‘rights’ granted to me and
all who do obey the "Do not disturb the peace of the land and be of moral standing" rulings of
God, man and the Constitution, do have the right to live as ‘free men or women’ and go about
their business without ‘Let or hindrance.’ I do adhere to all the road safety policies of ‘conduct and
common sense directives.’ (E.G., Keep to the left side of the road. Wear a seat belt for your own
safety etc.)
Individuals such as myself being an 'absolute pacifist' do not ‘vote’ nor support, condone, nor fund
any person, group or institution, whether private or public such as a government agency having
the CONTRA ideology. Being the belief that they are entitled to use force and ‘Terrorise, invade,
subjugate, tax, seize property, injure, dispossess and KILL.’
If I or another is punished because of standing firm in their belief as is our entitlement, and have
not disturbed the peace of the land, the one delivering the 'complaint' or the 'guilty' verdict and
'pointing the bone' and those enforcing it, will by God, man and the Constitutional Crown
‘Authority,’ be seen as 'Guilty' of:
Religious intolerance and persecution.
Denying the religious freedom of others who are not disturbing the peace of the land.
Treason against the Sovereign Constitutional Power. - Treason against the State of Heaven.
Disturbing the peace of the peaceful in contravention of God’s RULING command.
Disturbing the peace of the peaceful in contravention of the Australian Constitutional Crown
authority. Defiance of the authority granted unto them by their Constitutional Mandate.
(Tasmanian & Commonwealth)
Harassment inciting civil unrest and enticing other members of the community (police &
enforcers) to join their persecution of a peaceful person.

It is the time for everyone to UNDERSTAND that ANY forceful enforcement 'attracts' a similar
RETURN within the LAW OF GOD.
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~ The POWER ~
What is this earthly or Godly POWER held by employees of 'officialdom'? It is the power to:
Dominate - dictate - subjugate - enslave - interfere - demand - wage reprisal - vendetta - suppress deceive - coerce - threaten - extort money or tithes - seize property - restrict movement – punish injure or KILL.
What is the Power BASE, and where does IT exist?
In an earthly sense it may be the 'possessed' mind of a temporarily insane person who runs 'riot,'
and does all of the above due to his MIND becoming overpowered by Demons. Once the demonic
'force' recedes then the 'mad man' may not even remember or even understand the result of his
actions because, it was not his 'consciousness' which was operating. It was the mind of his
'possessor,' he was simply ITS instrument. (Spirit possession)
In the context of this Treatise it is simply the TEXT invoked by politicians and enshrined by 'Royal
Assent' in 'books' of RULES. The DICTATES in said TEXT books are upheld by persons being paid
a wage to so do, and the dictates are enforced by men carrying GUNS and using FORCE, being the
final 'move' against anyone who fails to 'fall in line.'
The 'power' of the ETERNAL DECEIVER is such that IT, via the minds of mortals, raises up rules
which are designed to ENTRAP those foolish enough to 'swat' others using said rules.
This satanic ANTI Light force is the energy essence of the Dark Sovereign Power, God. It is the
'forbidden to use' FRUIT of the Tree of Evil. (The knowledge thereof)
All 'decrees' raised up by politicians as 'text' permitting the paragraph 'one' above atrocities against
humanity are 'OK'd' and verified as 'acceptable' behaviour by the Governor General, being the
'Queen's' representative who 'legalises' all anti-Christian ways and principles. So in FACT, the GG
is 'indicating' to politicians :
"Do what thou wilt ~ do whatever you are inspired to ~
for IT is the Law of the Beast, and I AM Its earthly representative."
It can now be seen, that every 'rule or decree' backed by a punishment invoking enforcement
backed by force of arms forcing community members to 'cough up' ALL and ANY demands by the
'elect' desire, is indeed the 'works' of the Dark Sovereign Power. ('Devil' in old terminology)
Tasmania as every other 'land' on earth is indeed a very sorry 'State,' and has simply 'fallen' into
the ABYSS of suffering and 'care-less-ness' as 'some' now BELIEVE in their RIGHT to IMPOSE RESTRICT - DOMINATE - SUBJUGATE - EXTORT MONEY - EVICT and punish OTHERS.
All the above CONDUCT is a complete contravention of God's Command, it is also completely
immoral, disrespectful, ungodly, cruel, unconscionable, unkind, merciless, callous, unforgiving,
UN-Christian, and a downright INSULT to THE CREATOR.
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What is now to BE as SEEN by ME?
All persons complicit to this iniquity ARE now proven to be treasonable anarchists posing as
legitimate officials when in FACT they take a wage falsely as they BRUTALISE God's children and,
- - - they place their own soul into the 'eye for an eye' punitive aspect of God's Law.
Does 'anyone' actually BELIEVE that they will be 'welcomed' into His Paradise to enjoy its eternal
love and freedom? I should not need to answer that, but state that:
EVERYONE today is ON THE WIDE ROAD TO HELL for the reasons given. I AM God's JUDGE
and I 'simply' show YOU how to 'Judge' your OWN conduct.
The 'DARK ONE has cunningly interwoven His dark, destructive aspects of control, interference,
subjugation, extortion and punishment with the positive aspects of community effort (endeavours) so
as to remain 'hidden' and appear to be ONLY a benign benefactor. Everyone has been lulled into an
unconscious and unconscionable state. Regrettably, everyone has forgotten God, His Command,
AND the immutable POWER of HIS LAW.
God's LAW operates in BOTH 'aspects' of energetic expression
Good, loving, kindly, caring deeds have a SIMILAR return unto the merciful benefactor.
Controlling, forceful, injurious, punitive deeds have a SIMILAR return unto the merciless malevolent.

No 'badge of office nor official position is 'seen' by the creative benign or destructive malignant
ENERGY of the Source which is used by the individual in their daily interaction with others.
The ENERGY simply 'records' ITS 'benign or malignant' PASSAGE through an individual. It later
'balances' itself as it RETURNS the same energy unto the user. (God's energy balancing ITS 'Scales
of Justice) Some of the Dark or Light energy passing through ones soul remains within the user.
The Dark ONE is now to show His absolute TRUE Justice with its 'majestic' and absolute POWER
to ENFORCE His immutable 'eye for an eye' Law as He 'sidelines' the law makers and their
enforcers with their unholy text books (His scriptures) and, - - Using His dark demonic forces in the under world, He will 'incite' by 'justification' the greater
world populace to 'take up arms' against EVERYONE seen by His Dark forces as needing 'punitive
correction,' and this includes all government legislators, officials and enforcers.
~~~
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~ What is the earthly 'Crown' ~
&
'Royal Assent'
The earthy Crown is simply the 'head band' placed upon the brow of a mortal signifying that HE
is King of all his subjects. He rules them with a formidable force of armed men and he 'brooks' NO
contenders to his throne. At the entrance to his Palace stand the carved from stone Imperial 'Lions,'
symbolising his awesome power.
His subjects are YOU - - - meaning - - - that he will subject you to eternal SLAVERY and endless
TOIL because he demands to be fed as he deems himself as 'Royalty' and, he RULES as a supreme
DICTATOR using rules in a book, (scripture) and irrespective of what he says, there is NO
freedom nor democracy in ANY land on earth. How is this so? Because you cannot do anything
nor go anywhere 'else' without FIRST obtaining permission from his 'officers' and paying a FEE for
the privilege of 'activity' enablement.
To the King or Queen and their forces you are NAUGHT but a nameless NUMBER, and
'instrument' to be USED from birth to death at their 'pleasure.'
The earthly 'Crown' Monarchy and his earthly forces are empowered to defend his 'punitive
doctrine' and to punish all who fail to 'fellowship' with * his DARK Doctrine which is in 'opposition'
to the 'peace, love, mercy, compassion & forgive' Command of THE LIGHT.
Note: fellowship' with * - Only Vote him or his 'elected' into power. Fund their coffers, support
and condone his activities irrespective of their nature.

It follows, that all funding or condoning or supporting his DARK Doctrine ARE 'bonded' to eternal
servitude, and to ongoing punishment and suffering for their allegiance to him and his 'ways,'
rather than to HER the Creative LIGHT of God and Her doctrine of LOVE and peace.
What is this 'Royal Assent' which authorises all the destructive 'Acts' which cause so much harm to
our sisters and brothers?
Royal Assent is the 'stamp of approval' placed upon all 'Decrees or Orders' originating from the
King's earthly representatives.
Why are there no people in the Light of Heaven who are 'governing' others? Because in the Light
there is no person having DARK energy within them, thus they do not 'feel' emotions of vanity nor
pride nor are they arrogant and thus 'above' others.
All are equal in the sight of God, and the 'controller' being God the Father has no need to control
anyone nor use any of them to control others. All are a 'delight' to HIM and are free to do whatever
they wish to, for ALL are loving, peaceful, kind, respectful, caring and giving of their ALL to
others. There are NO 'takers' in the Light.
~~~
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~ Who or what is the real Sovereign Crown Power ~
It is the invisible ENERGY of the Source, and this energy is comprised of all known and unknown
emotions and is infinitely wise and ALL KNOWING. It is the energy of which HE the destructive
DARK and SHE the creative LIGHT are comprised of, and we are small 'particles' of these
indestructible energies which exist and have existed forever.
Their 'energy' used by YOU daily is the Sovereign Crown and Power because, YOU can use IT in
your activity (interaction with others) but IT controls the 'return' flow to YOU. * It is THUS that ITS
power RULES, for you have absolutely NO 'control' over ITS return aspect. Be it benign or
malignant.
Note: flow to YOU * - What goes round comes around - whichever energy you use flows through
you and back to you ahead at a time when IT so decides. Be it instantly, tomorrow or a year
ahead or hundreds of years later.

It is this invisible power source which foolish man now needs to take into 'account,' for IT is what
UPLIFTS your soul or sends your soul DOWN.
The Sovereign Power is God the Father, and HE is the absolute ruler of every realm of
consciousness OUTSIDE the pure Light of Heaven. For in that realm there is NO 'ruler' and NO
rules, for all are FREE to BE with NO restraint of ANY kind because, SHE the LIGHT (God) has
NO rules, and everybody is loving, kind, respectful, peaceful, merciful and compassionate, and
everyone fulfils their 'dreams' and CAN live their 'fantasies' and more with NO 'authority'
restrictions.
However, I speak of THIS realm, and how HE the DARK Sovereign Power Rules MERCILESSLY,
using ANYBODY so foolish as to believe that they are as powerful as HE. NO, Father God's
ENERGY is NOT benign or creative and loving as is His 'bride' SHE THE creative LIGHT
emanating from Him. (His eternal flame)
HE is DARK and malignant and destructive and UTTERLY merciless, unforgiving, dictatorial,
punitive and, is the totality of DECEPTION. HE HATES everyone who defies Him and uses His
destructive, forceful, controlling, coercive, and retributive ENERGY. Why so? Because ANY speck
of dark energy apart from His 'mass' is a BLIGHT in His sight and is an unworthy seed needing to
be DESTROYED by HIM and HIS Power.
He is the 'epitome' of all known and unknown negative emotions. Thus He is jealous, vain, proud,
hateful, critical, vicious, vindictive, malicious and FULL of ANGER at what He sees as His 'lost'
children abuse each other and show callous disregard of others. They DESERVE to DIE and BE
swept into the DARK so as to be UNSEEN and UNHEARD of ever again.
His Power is ABSOLUTE and this YOU and YOU need to SEE and comprehend before you FALL
and JOIN His demonic band of 'warriors' BELOW.
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How does He implement a 'strategy' to PUNISH those He sees as criminally offensive? How does
He accomplish this? How does He 'manage' to send you BELOW and out of His sight? How does
He impose His retributive 'eye for an eye' LAW?
This is all accomplished TELEPATHICALLY by His dark forces below who mentally 'instruct' the
arrogant rulers on earth and their legislators and enforcers.
All Kings or Emperors or other overlords ARE cold, hard, uncompromising, callous and
unconscionable because they are filled with HIS dark energy, and the ongoing DECREES taking
place so frequently are designed to increase the 'SORROW' and lack and burdens and
impoverishment of everyone for CONTINUING to DEFY Him.
So now you see, any who continue to 'work' for his RELIGIOUS ideology of 'Military dictatorship'
(Which IS the 'way' in this and every land) become as vain and arrogant as HE is, and they FALL
into His 'hell hole' of eternal anguish because, YOU are always HIS 'subject' and thus subjected to
HIS immutable Law.
The END result of people using His dark energy is that IT grows like a 'cancer' within their SOUL
and ITS 'weight' and vibration is what draws them or you down and away from THE LIGHT. (It
the dark energy is the SIN)
Any of you 'civilians' who continue to fund HIS earthly 'armed forces' are no 'better' than they are
and thus you deserve your coming FATE.
This document is written primarily to show the common woman or man worker who is taking a
wage to work FOR a 'government' department that in FACT they are working FOR and are bound
BY the legislated text RULES in a book which are of themselves forcing ALL to BE living in an
unconscionable manner towards others, and this 'nature' of ACTIVITY is in DEFIANCE of their
Creator.
How so? The rules force the 'staff' to 'disturb the peace of the land' and to INFLICT heavy losses
upon the general public through their coercive, threatening, extortionist, punitive and destructive
manner or 'ways.'
This is not only causing the escalating impoverishment of society and deprivation of liberty, but
also contributing to the 'mental illness' aspect of stress, confusion, depression, anxiety, panic
attacks with associated negative thought processes which themselves acerbate the problem and, - All this is 'done unto others' places all complicit into THE REAL LAW of THE REAL Sovereign
Power, God being:
"As you did do unto others will by others be done unto you on an EQUAL basis."
ANY who fail to understand MY revelations WILL 'die in their sin' spiritually.
Reference: 'The inner energy of the Source' At end of document.
~~~
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~ The King's Ransom ~
Temporal & Spiritual
On an 'earthly' level, the KING is the 'self-ordained' Ruler and 'Sovereign Crown' of all the lands
he 'holds' by force of arms, and every person on said 'ground' are his 'subjects' subjected to all the
Decrees issued by his 'Lords' or himself.
Any person seeking to live by their own 'Standard' or conscience or belief are brought to GRIEF by
virtue of the fact that the King's TEXT Rules and rulings are enforced by strong men (officials) and
enforcers using force of arms. These 'men' are paid a Mercenary wage to defy God's Command as
they 'rampage' around imposing his edicts and enforcing them and, in so doing are in FACT
themselves 'Disturbing the peace of the land.'
The King's RANSOM is the 'price' levied by force and PAID by his subjects as demanded by the
TEXT edicts. Being taxes, stamp duty, licence fees, fines etc., and ONLY those who PAY are
'permitted' to continue on their daily business 'unhindered' and are thus left in peace.
In the 'olden days' the Ransom might have been some sheep or grain to feed his mercenary forces
and himself. It was also extended to the 'sons and daughters' of his 'serfs' you and you (then) who
had to 'give up' a son to serve in his armies and to die for him as he used them to protect his lands.
He also 'whisked away' any good looking damsels who were beautiful enough to take his 'eye' as
he lustfully traversed his lands and ravished many a daughter of a poor farmer or passed them on
to his 'Lords' for their entertainment.
Today, as the 'Kings' or Emperors became supposedly 'civilised' but more GREEDY, they also
lusted for more POWER and MONEY, and thus you see that today, he or she (Queeny) extorts a
'levy' or other licence fee for each and EVERY activity or human endeavour and, - - If you FAIL to meet the Rule book TEXT Commands, demands, you are 'labelled or branded'
CRIMINAL, and punished for failing to pay the RANSOM MONEY.
So what you all need to now see is, that any Ransom money paid daily to the earthly Monarchy is
in FACT the spiritual Ransom extracted by GOD the Dark Sovereign Power from YOU the 'infidel'
unfaithful non-believer.
This way HE ensures that YOU daily accrue a BIGGER punitive spiritual 'suffering' DUE to HIM,
and I now advise YOU that HE is now to 'call in' ALL outstanding dues, and everyone on earth
continuing to defy His 'Peace' Command will fall into eternal suffering.
The MORE taxes you pay the more 'pain' dues you 'attract,' for your taxes are used to harass, injure,
punish and impoverish others.
You have been WARNED
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On THE DAY you decide to NOT pay any more 'Ransom' money and halt your complicity to
INIQUITY, then HE sets out to set you FREE of all outstanding spiritual debts, and your FINAL
suffering begins. However, the power of His DARK energy is absolute deception and temptation,
and the tempting THOUGHTS which may come into your mind are:
"It is not yet time to pay my dues because I am not ready to suffer today so I had better just
cough up and stay free" or, it might be this as somebody confronts you: "Retaliate and
defend yourself otherwise you might be injured or die."
Indeed, you WILL have to be mentally and emotionally VERY strong to remain within the
precepts of the Command of the LIGHT before being set free.
Is our God so 'weak' as to not be able to protect a person being punished or 'suspended' from
driving simply due to a parking meter 'time' having expired? NO, the facts of the matter are that
ANY person actually suffering any unavoidable imposition is simply 'suffering' at the hands of
God's retributive ENERGY VIA His earthly forces.
This imposition has absolutely NOTHING to do with expired meter or decree or failure to pay a
fine enabling the imposition and suffering. It is to do with something in the PAST, be it in this life
or another pre-birth TIME and place when the 'sufferer' or their 'servants' IMPOSED the same
'injury' upon another child of God.
This 'example' is to show humanity how God's "As you sow so shall ye reap" LAW is ENFORCED in
every realm outside Heaven, and 'what' of the enforcers? They in their ignorance of spiritual truth
take ON the 'debt' upon their own 'heads.' To be 'met' in this or the after-life time when IMPOSED
by GOD via others equally as arrogant and ignorant of THE FACTS OF LIFE AND DEATH.
(Spiritual)
It is the time to realise that following 'rules' in a book has many hidden dangers for police and
others, for it leads them into 'disturbing the peace of the land' as they are forced to interfere into
every aspect of the 'living ways' of others in the community.
Thus it is 'they' who in fact are disobeying the 'moral' code of conduct 'behaviour' within the 'rules'
of man as well as defying God as their conduct is in contravention of the precepts of God's
Command:
"Go your way in peace and do not disturb the peace of the land."
~~~
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~ Man's thoughts & IDEAS ~
Over time and more time political legislators have issued thousands upon thousands of DECREES
enshrined in TEXT books which CONTROL every aspect of a man's life. Everybody has been
'taught' that this nature of living way is NORMAL and for their own GOOD. None seeing that
everyone has misunderstood God's Command as well as the power of God to REPRIMAND.
Every legislated Decree is in fact simply INFORMATION which appeared as THOUGHTS in the
minds of the 'Chief, King, or legislators, and NONE of them nor YOU 'question' from 'where' said
THOUGHTS originated. It is I to expose for YOU that they ALL came from the DARK, as IT
deceived man and 'justified' their controlling, interfering and punitive RULES.
I also write much and place IT within my (God's) HOLY TESTAMENT OF TRUTH and I AM
aware from 'whence' my thoughts ARISE. They flow through from THE PURE LIGHT ~ PURE
TRUTH
Any thought entering any mind which 'entices' you to defy the Command of the LIGHT is
DECEPTION. Any Rule invoked by a politician which itself is a denial of the Command of the
LIGHT is deceptive and threatening, and if you uphold ITS demands then you ARE complicit to
ITS 'injurious' affect upon others.
What is TEMPTATION? It is NOT the thoughts or emotions leading you into a loving embrace
with another who may not be your regular 'lover.' It is any thought which tempts you to deny
another - injure yourself - injure another - steal - control - deceive - manipulate - impose - berate extort money - kill - invade - demand more than your 'worth' in your work time, etc.
All this activity is the DARK energy essence of GOD in ACTION through you, which results in
YOUR suffering when IT comes back to you via another 'vulgar' inconsiderate disrespectful person
who is a vain, arrogant and very IGNORANT despot. BE ADVISED:
The Temptation is the DARK FORCE seeking to destroy those who find REASON to employ IT.
It is the 'genie' in the bottle which arises saying: "Whatever you wish is MY command."
Monetary extortion has become totally interwoven in all aspects of society, and God, the LIGHT
She is now to break the strands of the DARK SPIDER'S WEB which impoverishes man, YOU,
through EDUCATION and enlightenment. But it is up to you to be ONE individual who changes
their life and turns over a new leaf, - - - FAIL in this and you go on suffering GRIEF forever and
ever and ever.
Do NOT pay funds directly to the coffers of any Chief or King or President who by Royal Decree
imposes forcefully. Only fund benign community services or 'effort' which assist the poor or needy or
yourself or others in the community, or when seeking a benign Service Provider.
We ALL need services, and we all pay the plumber or electrician directly, so simply HALT the
funding of anyone or institution engaged in CONTROL, regulation, punishment and the ARMED
FORCES. Stand UNARMED before your God and let HIM 'serve you up' your just deserts and
become FREE.
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~ Seduction of the soul of man ~
It is I by the power of my inner 'Rose' to now expose to the vain and arrogant and ignorant
politicians and their 'forces' of control how they were 'seduced' by the Devil (Dark Sovereign
power) and, used by HIM to wage WAR upon the greater populace, being their spiritual 'dues'
(Karma) within HIS 'eye for an eye' Law.
It is I to state that the 'sleeping' ignorant 'sheep' (the people) are NOW to themselves be 'seduced'
telepathically by the SAME power as IT telepathically invades their minds with ITS VENGEFUL
thoughts enabled through their 'aroused' fears, anger, frustrations, disgust etc., and suffering.
HE the Dark Power will 'incite' a very vindictive response and a 'full out' WAR will erupt over the
whole globe as every 'man and his dog' will decide to DEFEND their homes and families as they
'band' together and go forth to KILL their PROVEN enemy and, - - - this equally 'foul' and antiGod activity will IN THEIR MIND be totally JUSTIFIED by the same intruding 'thoughts' which
justify political forces.
Indeed, the very 'devil' has turned all mankind into BEASTS and all 'complicit' to defiance of the
Command of their CREATOR will suffer the ongoing consequences and fall into eternal suffering
UNLESS sane respectful believers no longer find any 'reason' to defy God in using force of arms to
control, impoverish or destroy the lives of their SPIRITUAL sisters and brothers, which we all
ARE.
I reiterate, community taxpayers and ratepayers are advised by GOD via my pen to HALT all
monetary support of government agencies because they are complicit to all 'done' punitively to
their NEIGHBOURS and will suffer the consequences.
If those in 'Power' in Tasmania wish for PEACE then they need to HALT all 'extortion - fines punishment' etc., and begin to show their God of their individual personal INTENT to amend their
ways before God's Wrath unfolds in its fullness in the manner given by ME as every 'citizen'
becomes a 'raging' TYRANT 'possessed' mentally by powerful demonic forces and go on the
RAMPAGE. (As was Martin Bryant)
It is the time now to amend 'Policy.' The policy amendment is one whereby the INDIVIDUAL
becomes an absolute pacifist as I and others ARE, and make NO demands upon others for any
reason. The precepts of God's Command must now come to the FORE: peace, love, mercy, compassion
and forgiveness.
In order to accomplish THIS, people must ONLY fund benign community effort and ONLY
educate people who sin. (Disturb the peace) No more dictatorship, extortion, punishment.
All continuing to enforce, interfere, evict, seize, subjugate, berate, impoverish, injure or kill, will
consign their own soul to HELL.
What happens when you turn over a new leaf and STOP funding the DARK Doctrinal system of
government? God sees your intent to set yourself free from adding to your accrued 'woes' within
the context of His 'eye for an eye' Law and in order to set you free, His earthly 'hounds' will
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intimidate you, persecute you, impoverish you, injure you, dispossess you or even torture or kill
you IF that is the outstanding DUES to GOD already OWED.
IF you can 'suffer in silence' in NON retaliation then of your past you are set free for with your
'permission' and obedience to THE CREATOR, God's ENERGY has 'balanced' ITS 'books' and
suddenly you ARE free of harassment or other interference.
IF however you fail to fortify your MIND then via your emotional fear or anger etc., demonic
thoughts will incite you to RETALIATE and in so doing, you accrue more dues and for Heaven's
Gate you will be late. Refer 'The Fulfilment of God's Law - prerequisite to Salvation.' At end of
document.
Important NOTES
Note - 1 : Absolute Power
This 'power' is the 'Right' granted unto all officers or persons employed by the
Fundamentalist State religion. It is the 'power' to do whatever they wish to in order to
accomplish and fulfil the TEXT demands encoded in their 'Rules' Books in respect of the
enforcement of punitive decrees attached to every 'Command or edict.'
Every person employed by this fundamentalist 'Religious' Order is 'bound' by their
wage or 'Oath' to be faithful to IT and to uphold ITS rules, even if they are
unconscionable and in contravention of God's Command.
They erroneously believe that ITS Rules are 'The Law,' and superior to and thus above
God's immutable LAW: "As you sow so shall ye reap" - "What you do unto others will by
others be done unto you on an EQUAL and thus 'eye for an eye' basis."
Note: State religion - Any person or organisation having the ideological BELIEF in a
'super power' is a RELIGION. The State government or any government having the
policy of: THE Right of - Absolute Domination, subjugation, punishment - etc., is
PROOF of their code of conduct POLICY, and thus is PROOF of their IDEOLOGICAL
belief etc., which is that they must uphold the TEXTS enshrined in their UNHOLY TEXT
book which to them IS a Holy and sacred BIBLE and 'above' all else. The TEXTS are the
'superpower' they adore. (Even above their own God given conscience)
Governments are NOT 'secular' institutions, for they INTERFERE in civil matters.
Secular institutions are those such as a 'plumber or carpenter' or other service providers
who make no 'punitive' attachments forcing others to 'live' by their DOCTRINE.
Secular organisations do NOT interfere in 'other' businesses or institutions. They go their
way in PEACE and make NO demands upon others as they MIND THEIR OWN
BUSINESS.
Reference: Proof of being a Fundamentalist State religion: At end of document
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Added Notes I 'ponder upon' as thoughts roll by my mind's eye.
Soon, everyone still 'standing' on this planet is going to be 'The walking wounded' as they 'pay'
their present outstanding dues to GOD within God's Law. I suggest that you LIMIT your suffering
to BE by quickly turning over a NEW 'leaf' as you STOP being an 'intruder' into the affairs of
others, or an enforcer, and you also STOP funding or supporting INIQUITY.
If you 'report' a perceived criminal activity for the purpose of PUNISHING the offender, then you
are an offender in God's eyes and become complicit to the suffering IMPOSED upon them as their
punishment. Only report' offensive behaviour for the purpose of assisting the VICTIM OF
DARKNESS * to become a better person through their EDUCATION, as you try to rehabilitate
them in a benign manner.
Note: the VICTIM OF DARKNESS * - the one being abused., but in fact their abuser is also the
victim of darkness which used them to be ITS instrument.
~~~
Where are the decent men and women of Honour who are honourable, kind, decent, respectful, caring
etc., who truly 'care' for the welfare of God's children rather than taking a mercenary wage to
uphold TEXTS in a book? Texts which force so many to defy God. Is it truly just a 'job' you do
'unthinkingly' as you see NOT the end result of your negative interaction with the lives of others?
What 'sane' person would 'vote in' another mortal ahead of their God, being a person who would
then RULE everyone with the stern FIST of endless rules in a book? Are you sane? I believe NOT,
for why would anyone have their own or others children, daughters, sisters, mothers etc., be
subjugated and disadvantaged by an unconscionable BOOK of TEXT. Text which of itself has NO
conscience?
~~~

NONE will or can avoid their 'karmic' dues accrued. The Dark energy knows EVERYTHING
which IT did/does to others via YOU and IT now is to 'balance' ITS punitive 'Scales of Justice.'
Equally, the Light energy knows EVERYTHING which IT did/does to others via YOU and IT now
is to 'balance' ITS loving 'Scales of Justice.'
The 'access point' to your mind by His demonic 'band' of enforcers is the dark emotional energy
within YOU. Being your negative emotions. An energy which YOU 'stole' from him as you defied
His Command 'aeons' ago. (His energy, the fruit of the Tree of the knowledge of good and evil)
If you do not fortify your mind in the manner given by me, your mind will become 'possessed' and
you will be USED by His invisible dark forces as was Martin Bryant and many others, and you will
then JOIN His dark forces below as you CONTINUE to abuse others.
~~~
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Note: Only the Dark Sovereign Power (God the Father) has the 'Right' to punish His children, and
ONLY 'He' stands above His Law. HE IS THE LAW. It 'follows' that the REAL 'power base'
backing EVIL religions * IS THE DARK ONE and, - - - it follows that everyone complicit and
defying the Command of the Light of God is unknowingly sliding backwards and downwards to
HELL.
Note: EVIL religions * - Any 'system' of belief which uses its rules, (religious rites) threat and
coercion, backed by force of arms and punishment in an attempt to force others to 'bow to' and
thus follow their ideological doctrine is EVIL, anti-Christ, and of the Dark.
It is pure ignorance backed by vanity and arrogance to defy ones God and His Command and to
also force others to so do in coercing them into supporting and funding domination, subjugation,
extortion, interference, injury, banishment, punishment and killing.
As Tasmania is a 'small island' Nation I suggest that everyone now informs everyone of my
message, so that everyone can come to a personally informed decision as to 'what' they need to do
to 'correct' the error of THE DAY quickly.
We ALL have been deceived by the MAJESTY of God's Dark energy which has simply been doing
its NATURAL energy return (Absolute 'eye for an eye Justice) to everyone who was foolish
enough or arrogant enough to DEFY God in the first instance.
Let us quickly join hands and amend our ways and ONLY haul in persons who DO "Disturb the
peace of God's earthly land." They will not be 'hauled in' to be PUNISHED but educated, and set free
as per the instruction within the 'Feeling Easier Seminar' in the "Offender document" link at the
end of this document.
If we needs funds for anything, then we must simply ASK the populace and will receive exactly
the amount which our God of LIGHT (She the Creator) inspires those interested in GIVING to
freely GIVE.
~~~
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~ Final gesture ~
As a final gesture to assist you. If you are morally 'weak' or unable to amend your present ways
'yet,' due to needing to keep an ongoing wage in order to 'live' or for any other reason, you need to
comprehend that AHEAD, not too far away, all the punitive spiritual dues accrued from the past
and those you may ADD each day from today WILL suddenly BE imposed upon your 'head' by
unforeseen but UNAVOIDABLE situations totally beyond your capacity to control or avoid and, It is thus IMPERATIVE that you UNDERSTAND the IMPORTANCE of NON-retaliation when
faced by adversity. Even if you are 'put to the sword' or 'shot' or dispossessed from your 'holdings'
by the destructive gangs of brigands who will soon be roaming the streets of the whole world.
They will be totally 'possessed' by Dark THOUGHTS and will simply DO whatever they are
inspired to.
Yes, they will be as 'Robots' who have NO conscience, and they will be very aggressive, cold, hard,
remorseless, merciless and absolutely malicious. As their minds are controlled by the demonic
forces of the invisible Dark Sovereign Power who 'knows all and sees all,' there will be absolutely
NO 'chance' of escape as HE balances His punitive 'Scales of Justice' to the 'micron' in absolute
Justice.
Have 'mercy' upon these 'poor' souls who ahead will feel the same dread as they impose, for they
truly 'know not what they do' for their minds are totally controlled by the consciousness of their
'possessors,' and they are simply meting out your DUES to the DARK which will set you FREE if
you do not retaliate so, - - - in order to REMAIN within the precepts of God's Command at that
'time,' you need to begin to fortify your MIND each day in the manner given by God via my pen.
Reference the STAR Prayer meditation at the end of the other references below.
All mankind has BEEN deceived by the power of God's dark energy essence and IT continues to so
do even NOW via the minds of 'possessed' men who by IT are kept FOCUSSED on the 'SINS of the
others' for the purpose of REVENGE and JUSTICE. (Its Law being fulfilled' by the ignorant who
then accrue a similar 'due.')
ANY of you who cannot comprehend what I say TODAY will regrettably carry ON in your 'way'
neither I, nor any other, nor 'God,' can save YOU!! For it is your choice to continue to use GOD'S
Dark energy.
Peace & mercy & 'forgive the other' is the way UP. If you wish to continue to 'expose' others
sinning ways for the purpose of PUNISHMENT rather than their education YOU ARE LOST.
I now reiterate what has been 'said' for it is extremely important for you the individual to
comprehend what I say: The Policy of the RULES of the institution 'controlling' everyone being;
'cough up all we DEMAND or else we will seize everything you own, is not a policy which is GOOD or
benign or kind or respectful or considerate or 'FOR THE GOOD OF THE PEOPLE' - - - it is a policy
enabling extortionists to 'fool themselves' that their nefarious activities are somehow 'legal' and
above THE LAW and they are NOT.
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The department naming itself a 'Service' (MPE - - Service) is NOT a 'service,' it is an IMPOSITION
upon everyone backed by 'officials' self empowering themselves (MPES) using text legislation to
EXTORT endless sums of money for their OWN benefit, not that of THE PEOPLE.
This document was written to show its 'proponents' and staff and the general public who support
it, being the 'illegality and error of their way' and to enlighten the general community as to the fact
that their 'leaders' are in fact 'legalising' themselves so as to be 'legally' able to wage war upon the
community and destroy them mentally, emotionally and materially.
Every Religion, including every 'government religion' on earth is now to 'fall' and collapse as God's
DARK forces bring the world's population to its knees for a 'time' as the 'Reaper' runs, and THE
LAW of GOD and His 'Wrath' descends upon everyone, for ALL are non-believers defiant of their
God.
Bury your guns NOW and stand UNARMED as you face the WRATH of your GOD
I have rung THE FINAL BELL
Terence
This article is on line at:
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/blue01.htm
and
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/letters1.htm
Informative Links around this subject are below:
Proof of 'governments' being Fundamentalist State Religions:
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/slavery3.htm
Reference: 'The Fulfilment of God's Law - prerequisite to Salvation.'
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/sin.htm
Reference: 'The inner energy of the Source'
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/energy.htm
Reference: Debt 'collection' and enforcement : Income Tax
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/baycorp1.pdf
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/baycorp2.pdf
Reference: The Offender document
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/offend1.htm
Spirit possession talk - Audio - 20.44 minutes playing time - 18.9 MB
Terence speaks on 'spirit possession.'
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/cdlist.htm
Reference: The STAR prayer meditation
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/starpray.htm

